Abstract-The ever increasing demands for mobile Internet access have resulted a significant growth in bandwidth usage. Multi-way relay networks (MWRNs) can address this challenge by improving the system spectral efficiency. In this work, we further improve the spectral efficiency of MWRNs by proposing a novel linear beamforming design, namely partial zero-forcing (PZF), for MWRNs with a multiple-input-multiple-output relay. Compared to zero-forcing (ZF), in PZF, the constraints on the relay beamforming are relaxed such that only partial userinterference, instead of all, is canceled at the relay. After receiving the relay's signal, the users eliminate the remaining interferences through self-interference and successive interference cancellation. By taking such two-stage interference cancellation, PZF better exploits the degrees-of-freedom in MWRNs and achieves higher data rates than ZF.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demands for higher data rates along with the limited bandwidth resources have made the design of bandwidth-efficient communication schemes vital for the future of wireless systems. In recent years, a configuration called multi-way relay networks (MWRNs) [1] has been proposed to address this challenge. In an MWRN, multiple users exchange information with each other under the help of one cooperative relay node. By smartly leveraging userinterference, instead of completely avoiding it, MWRNs are able to achieve significantly improved spectral efficiency in wireless communication systems [2] . Possible applications of MWRNs cover a broad range from cellular communications to wireless sensor networks and satellite communications [3] .
Early studies in MWRNs are mainly on networks with a single-antenna relay [1] - [5] . For instance, Gunduz et al. [1] provide upper bounds on the common rate of symmetric Gaussian single-antenna MWRNs and calculate the achievable symmetric rate for amplify-and-forward (AF), decodeand-forward (DF), and compress-and-forward (CF) relaying protocols. In addition, some studies, e.g. [3] and [5] , focus on improving the achievable data rates of MWRNs with a singleantenna relay through suggesting new relaying approaches and scheduling the users' transmission ordering.
The performance of MWRNs can be further improved by employing multiple antennas at the relay [6] - [10] . In [6] , for three different relaying scenarios, called unicasting, multicasting, and hybrid uni/multicasting, three linear relay transceive beamforming designs based on zero-forcing (ZF), minimummean-square-error (MMSE), and matched filter (MF) are proposed. Another relaying scenario, namely superimposed uni-/multicasting, is reported in [7] , which efficiently combines transceive processing at the relay with joint receive processing at the users. More specifically, an MMSE-based transceive filter is employed at the relay. Then, by carefully designing the selection of uni-/muticast signals at the relay and the interference cancellation order at the users, the proposed transmit strategy improves the system sum-rate.
This paper aims at improving the sum-rate of MWRNs with beamforming design at the multi-antenna relay. We consider a non-regenerative MWRN where a half-duplex relay equipped with N antennas helps N single-antenna users to receive the information from each other. To achieve the sumrate improvement goal, a novel relay beamforming design named partial zero-forcing (PZF) is proposed. In each relay broadcasting (BC) transmission phase, ZF relay beamforming forces the interference from all interfering users to be zero [6] , while PZF only forces partial interference (the interference from a carefully designed subset of the interfering users) to be zero. Thus PZF allows more degrees-of-freedom in the relay beamforming design. Combined with self-interference cancellation and successive interference cancellation at the users, the proposed PZF relay beamforming allows each user in the MWRN to obtain interference-free observations of information from all other users.
Based on the PZF idea, we formulate the sum-rate maximization problem for the MWRN, which is a constrained multi-dimensional non-linear optimization problem. A numerical method, called modified gradient-ascent method, is proposed to find a joint solution of the PZF relay beamforming matrix for different BC phases. In addition, to reduce the computational complexity, we propose another method to separately and alternatively optimize every relay beamforming matrix. Simulation results show that the proposed PZF relay beamforming design achieves significantly higher network sum-rate than the existing ZF and MMSE beamforming designs.
In this paper, bold upper case letters and bold lower case letters are used to denote matrices and vectors, respectively. For a matrix A, its transpose, conjugate, Hermitian and trace are denoted by A T , A * , A H and tr {A}. mod N (x) is the modulo N of x. I N is the N × N identity matrix and diag{a 1 , · · · , a N } is the construction of a diagonal matrix.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Network Model
We consider an MWRN consisting of N users (called u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u N ) and one relay. Each user is equipped with one antenna, while the relay is equipped with N antennas. Both the users and the relay operate in half-duplex mode. There are no direct channels among the users and only the channels between the RS and the users are available. The users communicate with each other with the help of the relay. Let
T for i = 1, 2, ..., N , be the channel vector between u i and the relay. Thus H = [h 1 , h 2 , ..., h N ] is the N × N channel matrix between all users and the relay. The channels are assumed to follow independent frequency-flat Rayleigh fading, where h i,n follows CN (0, σ 2 i ), the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution whose mean is zero and whose variance is σ 2 i . With this, we imply that the channels between the same user and different relay antennas have the same variance; while the channels between different users and the relay antennas can have different variances. Moreover, the channels are assumed to be reciprocal and keep unchanged in each communication block of N phases.
B. Communication Protocol
The communication protocol follows the unicasting in [6] . For all users to send one symbol each to all other users, N phases are need, containing 1 multiple-access (MAC) phase and N − 1 BC phases.
In the MAC phase, as shown in Figure 1a , all users transmit their information symbols simultaneously to the relay. The N × 1 received signal vector at the relay, r RS , is
where
T is the vector of the information symbols of the N users and z RS is the noise vector at the relay. The transmit power of u i is denoted as P i . Independent Gaussian codebook is used, where the information symbols are assumed to be independent and follow CN (0, P i ).
In the BC phases, as shown in Figure 1b , the multi-antenna relay applies linear beamforming to its received signal vector r RS and broadcasts information to all users. For the n-th BC phase where n = 1, · · · , N − 1, denote the N × N relay beamforming matrix as G (n) . Because the channels are reciprocal and stationary, the BC channel matrix from the relay to the users is simply the transpose of the MAC phase channel matrix H. By using (1), the received signal vector of all users in the n-th BC phase, r (n) users , can be written as
where z
is the noise vector at the users in the n-th BC phase. The additive noises at the relay and the users are modeled as independent circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and unit variance, i.e., CN (0, 1). The transmit power of the relay for each BC phase can be calculated as
where P s = diag{P 1 , P 2 , ..., P N }. After receiving the relay's signal in the n-th BC phase, u k decodes u i 's information symbol, which is s i . In this work, the communication scheme is designed to have the following relation among i, k, n:
Accordingly, from (2), the received signal at u k in the n-th BC phase can be written as
(5) In (5), the first term contains the useful signal, the second term contains the interferences from other users, the third term contains the noise propagated from the relay, and the last term is the noise at u k . Thus, the signal-to-interference-plus-noiseratio (SINR) for the communication from u i to u k , denoted as γ k,i , can be calculated to be
After each BC phase, u k performs interference cancellation by subtracting its self-interference and the interference of user symbols which have already been decoded in previous BC phases. The SINR after interference cancellation is
where L = {mod N (k + q − 1) + 1, q = 1, 2, ..., n − 1}.
The achievable rate from u i to u k , denoted as R k,i is thus
The common rate R i that every user can reliably send to all
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other users is:
The achievable sum-rate of the MWRN is [6] :
C. Existing ZF Relay Beamforming Design
It is conceivable that the design of the relay beamforming matrices
are crucial for the sum-rate performance of the MWRN. In [10] , ZF relay beamforming is proposed, where G (n) is designed such that the second term in (5) equals 0 for all n = 1, · · · , N − 1. That is, at u k , the interference from all other users except u i is forced to zero. The relay beamforming matrix has the following closed-form expression:
where G RX is the receive beamforming matrix and G TX is the transmit beamforming matrix defined as follows:
P is the permutation matrix, obtained by shifting the columns of I N circularly to the right one time. P n is thus the permutation matrix to define the relationship among receiving user u k , transmitting user u i and the corresponding BC phase n. p
ZF is used to fulfill the power constraint.
III. PZF RELAY BEAMFORMING DESIGN
In this section, we first explain the design idea of relay beamforming with PZF, then formulate the optimization problem of the PZF relay beamforming matrices based on the sumrate maximization, and finally propose numerical methods to solve the optimization problem.
A. PZF: Main Idea
In the ZF relay beamforming design of [6] , in all N − 1 BC transmission phases, the relay beamforming matrix is designed such that at each user, the transmitted signals of all users, except the desired one, are forced to be zero. For instance, if u k wants to receive u i 's message in a BC phase, all s j , j = i, are forced to zero by the relay beamforming. This puts heavy constraints on the relay beamforming matrices G
ZF H must be zero, as can be seen in (11). However, it is not necessary to force the interference from all users other than the desired one to zero to obtain interference-free observations at the users. Knowing its own information and the channel state information, every user can conduct self-interference cancellation. In addition, for the n-th BC phase, since every user has already decoded the symbols of n − 1 users in the previous n − 1 BC phases, it can cancel the interference from these users without the help of the relay. Thus, the relay beamforming matrix for the n-th BC phase only needs to be designed to cancel the interference from the remaining N − n − 1 users, This constraint relaxation, which we refer to as PZF, allows more degrees-of-freedom in the design of the relay beamforming matrices. The extra degreesof-freedom can be used to improve the sum-rate.
B. PZF: Formulation
Here, we formulate the PZF idea in the relay beamforming design and specify the relay beamforming matrix optimization problem. Define
Denote the (i, j)-th element of A (n) as a (n) ij . With the ZF design in [6] , A (n) = P n . With the proposed PZF idea, the constraints on A (n) can be relaxed. Define
which is a subset of the 3-tuples of the indices (i, j, n) representing the receiving user, the transmitting/interfering user, and the BC phase. A tuple is an element of A if in the n-th BC phase, the interference of u j to u i needs to be canceled under the PZF design.
In this work, we design PZF relay beamforming matrices
to maximize the sum-rate. With the transformation in (13), the problem can be converted to the optimization over A (1) , · · · , A (N −1) , and G (n) can be calculated from A (n) using
This transformation simplifies the optimization problem since the constraints on A (n) due to the PZF design are simpler and more direct than those on G (n) . From (7)- (10), the sum-rate maximization problem can be stated mathematically as
and a
The conditions in (17) are due to the transmit power constraint of the relay. The conditions in (18) are for PZF.
C. Joint Optimization of the Relay Beamforming Matrices
In this subsection, we provide a numerical method to jointly optimize all A (n) matrices. We define
The W -dimensional vector x, where W = (N + 2)N (N − 1)/2, contains a (n) ij 's for (i, j, n) / ∈ A.
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The optimization problem in (16) can be written as an optimization problem over x and the constraints in (18) are naturally eliminated. Since the problem is multi-dimensional and the constraints in (17) are non-linear, the solution is in general difficult to find. A common method for finding suboptimal solutions for such problems is to use the gradientascent method. However conventional gradient-ascent method does not work well in our case because of the complicated non-linear constraint. By moving toward the gradient direction even with a small step size, the new x-vector may violate the constraint. To avoid this, we propose a modification to the gradient-ascent method. Our modified gradient-ascent method updates the x-vector toward the direction of the modified gradient, specified in what follows.
Denote the objective function of in (16) as f (x) and denote the power constraint in (17) as φ(x (n) ) ≤ P R , where
(21) The optimization problem becomes
Let e l be the l-th canonical basis vector. Define
Notice that from the definitions in (19)- (20) the m-th element in x is the l-th element of x (n) with the following relationship: m = 2N + · · · + nN + l. The modified partial derivative of f with respect to the m-th element of x is given by
This definition takes into account the non-linear constraint φ(x (n) ) ≤ P R . When x (n) is modified to x (n) + e l or x (n) + ie l , to make sure that the constraint is not violated, the vector is scaled by α Re m or α Im m , whose definition guarantees the constraint. Thus, the modified gradient takes into account the effect of the change of one element of x to all elements due to the constraint. The modified gradient of f is thus
In our numerical method, the x-vector is updated toward the modified gradient with a step size α. Also, scaling is done at every iteration to guarantee each searched point satisfies the constraint. In other words, a new point is found by two moves. First, a move of x is made proportional to the modified gradient. Second, constructed from x, A (1) , · · · , A (N −1) are scaled to make the power constraint satisfied. x is moved to the new point accordingly. Once a solution of x is found, we can reconstruct A (1) , · · · , A (N −1) and from (15) calculate the solutions for G (1) , · · · , G (N −1) . It should be noted that similar to the gradient-ascent method, the proposed modified gradientascent method cannot guarantee the global optimality of the solution. However, we can use ZF relay beamforming matrices as the initial point to guarantee a better solution. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Joint optimization scheme.
1: Initialize α, tolerance, A (n) , x and calculate D(f, x).
2: while norm(D(f, x)) ≥ tolerance do 3:
Update x: x = x + αD(f, x).
4:
Construct A (n) from x.
5:
Scale A (n) based on the constraint and construct x.
6:
Calculate D(f, x). 7: end while 8: Calculate G (1) , · · · , G (N −1) using (15).
D. Separate Optimization of the Relay Beamforming Matrices
In the method described in Section III-C, the matrices
are optimized jointly. Algorithm 1 can be computationally expensive for large MWRNs. In this section, we propose to use separate optimization where the optimization over A (n) 's for n = 1, · · · , N − 1 is conducted separately and sequentially.
Notice that the relay beamforming matrix for the n-th BC phase G (n) directly affects the transmission rates R k,i during this phase, where k, i and n satisfy the relation in (4). It does not affect the transmission rates of previous BC phases or later BC phases if ideal source coding and detection are assumed. Thus we propose to optimize G (n) or equivalently A (n) by maximizing the sum-rate in the n-th BC phase:
The optimization problem for A (n) is thus
In solving the optimization problem in (27), the same modified gradient-ascent method is used.
Considering that the number of constraints on A (n) decreases as n increases, we optimize A (n) 's sequentially with A (1) being the first and A (N −1) being the last. The algorithm for separate optimization is given in Algorithm 2. The separate optimization method has a lower computationally complexity than the joint optimization method.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we show simulation results on the MWRN sum-rate of our PZF design and existing designs [10] . We choose N = 3, i.e. 3 single-antenna users communicate with each other with the help of a relay equipped with 3 antennas.
First we consider a homogeneous network where all channels follow i.i.d. CN (0, σ 2 h ). We set P R = P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = 1, thus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each user's signal power to the noise power at the relay is σ Initialize A (n) , x (n) and calculate D(R (n) sum , x (n) ).
4:
while norm(D(R
sum , x (n) ).
6:
Construct A (n) from x (n) .
7:
Scale A (n) and construct x (n) .
8:
9:
end while 10: end for 11: Calculate G (1) , · · · , G (N −1) using (15). Figure 2 shows the sum-rate for different SNR values. We can see that the proposed PZF design has the best sumrate performance for the whole SNR range. It can also be observed that for the proposed PZF scheme, the separate optimization and the joint optimization give very close sumrate performance with the latter slightly better.
In addition, we consider a 3-user MWRN with non-identical fading channels due to different path-loss. Denote d i as the distance from u i to the relay. The channels between u i and the N relay antennas h i,n 's are assumed to follow CN (0, σ ν , φ is a constant. In simulations, we set d 3 = 2d 2 = 4d 1 and assume ν = 2. The x-axis, denoted as SNR, is u 1 's SNR at the relay, thus SNR = σ Since the network is heterogeneous, the decoding order may affect the sum-rate. Thus, we consider 2 orderings: clockwise as defined in (4) and counter clockwise defined as i = mod N (k − n − 1) + 1. We can see from Figure 3 that the proposed PZF design achieves a significantly higher sum-rate than ZF designs. For both clockwise and counter clockwise orderings, ZF provides exactly the same sum-rate performance. For PZF, clockwise and counter clockwise orderings offer slightly different performances. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel PZF relay beamforming design is proposed for MWRNs where N single-antenna users communicate with each other with the help of one N -antenna relay. Compared with ZF relay beamforming, the proposed scheme allows more degrees-of-freedom in the beamforming optimization thus can potentially improve the sum-rate. On the other hand, with the help of self-interference cancellation and successive interference cancellation, the proposed design enables interference-free communications. Modified gradientascent methods are proposed to solve the optimization problem jointly or separately. Simulation results show that the PZF design largely outperforms other existing designs in sum-rate.
